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ABSTRACT

The New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment was designed to

measure the response of households including an able-bodied male beoveen

18 and 58 years of age to a set of negative income tax plans. The experi

ment took 6 years to complete, involved 8 negative income tax plans, some

1,350 experimental and control families, 5 cities, 3 years of payments in

each site, and a cost of almost $8 million.

This paper reviews the labor-supply results for the 693 husband

wife families who reported continuously throughout the experiment

and did not change their marital status. Results are analyzed separately

for married men, married women, and the family as a whole. The regression

estimated mean differences in several measures of labor supply show the

following.

Male heads. All the experimental-control differentials are small in

both absolute and relative terms. None exceed 10 percent of the control

mean, most are less than 5 percent, and all are insignificant. 11anY,of

the differentials, including all those for blacks, are actually positive.

The means for both experimentals and controls also indicate that approxi

mately 95 percent of the husbands were labor-force participants, working,

when employed, between 37 and 40 hours a week.

Wives. Experimental wives show predominantly negative labor supply

differentials. They are small in absolute magnitude but, because of the

low levels of market supply of wives, represent relatively large percen

tage differentials--at least for white and Spanish-speaking wives. Even



so, only labor force participation and employment rates for white wives

are statistically significant.

Family. Mean labor-supply differentials for the family as a whole

are preponderantly negative, but again relatively small. In no case, do

the differentials exceed 14 percent of the control mean, and most are less

than 10. All the differentials are significant for white families except

for the earnings measure, but none of those for Black or Spanish-speaking

families.

More complex statistical models are also analyzed in the paper, but

the basic shape of the results is not thereby changed.



Labor Supply Effects of the New Jersey-Pennsylvania
Graduated Work Incentive Experiment

Harold W. Watts and Glen G. Cain

Background

The New Jersey-Pennsylvania Graduated Work Incentive Experiment

was designed to measure the response of households including an able-

bodied male between 18 and 58 years of age (not going to school full-

time, institutionalized, or in the armed forces) to a set of negative

income tax plans. This experiment, the first of its kind, began enrolling

families in 1968, and ended field operation in 1972. The Final Report was

submitted to the Department of Health, EducatioD,and Welfare, in December

1973.

The project grew from a great many sources, and historians will draw

different paths for the decision-making that eventually led to the funding

and fielding of the first negative income tax experiment.
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However, the path which has become most apparent to the staff of the

experiment itself leads from a clear imperative in the era of the

early War on Poverty to do something about the welfare "mess." A major

refonn of a negative tax variety as outlined by Milton Friedman and

elaborated and expanded by James Tobin was developed and proposed--but

was rejected for various reasons, one of the major ones being concern

about the effect of unconditional income supplements upon the labor

supply of able-bodied persons among the recipient group. Of particular

concern was the response of the working poor and near poor, typically·

families with more than one adult, because the single-parent family was

already eligible for AFDC benefits under terms that were decidedly dis

couraging to gainful employment.

The labor supply response to variations in income supplements and

net wage rates was perceived as an issue which could be studied scien

tifically. But it was also one in which existing theory and sources of

empirical evidence seemed unable to provide either intellectually or

politically convincing answers. It was clear that an experiment in

which such a scheme was implemented offered the possibility of providing

more convincing evidence; and despite the novelty of the idea, it seemed

increasingly feasible the more it was discussed.

The operation, which finally took more than six years to complete,

has involved some 1,350 experimental and control families, four cities

(Trenton, Paterson-Passaic, and Jersey City, New Jersey, and Scranton,

Pennsylvania), and a total cost of $7.9 million of which one-third

represented direct cash payments to sample families.
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As is well known, a negative income tax plan guarantees a certain

payment (the guarantee) in the event that the household receives no

other income, and reduces this payment by a certain percentage (the tax

rate) of every dollar the household earns up to the income level (break

even level) at which the payment is reduced to zero. In the New Jersey

Pennsylvania Graduated Work Incentive Experiment, four guarantee levels

were tested (50, 75, 100, and 125 percent of poverty line) and three tax

rates (30, 50, and 70 percent). These were combined into eight negative

income tax plans in all (with guarantee level-tax rate combinations of

50-30, 50-50, 75-30, 75-50, 75-70, 100-50, 100-70, 125-50). To be

eligible, families had to have an income for the year preceding the experi

ment of not more than 150 percent of the poverty line.

Originally enrolled in the experiment were 1,216 families: 725 in

the experimental groups and 491 in the control groups. After the experi

ment was underway, 141 new controls were added in Trenton and Paterson

Passaic (October 1969). The total number of families, including the

control families, was made up of the following percentages in three ethnic

groups: white, 32 percent; Black, 37 percent; and Spanish-speaking, 31

percent. The families were enrolled sequentially in the following sites:

Trenton, New Jersey (August 1968); Paterson-Passaic, New Jersey (January

1969); Jersey City, New Jersey (June 1969); and Scranton, Pennsylvania

(September 1969). Payments were recalculated every four weeks, according

to income received and family size. The income support was continued for

three years in each site.

The data came primarily from interviews with each experimental and

control family, conducted four times a year for the three-year period over
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which payments were being made.. A follow-up interview was administered

to all participants in both the experimental and the control groups three

months after the transfer payments had ceased. While this interview

included q~estions on labor force effort t its main purpose was to

investigate the families' understanding of the experiment t and their

reactions to the transfer payments and the interviews.

A Brief Overview of the Findings

A succinct summary of our findings is presented in Tables 1-3,.

which show a regression-estimated mean difference in several measures

of labor supply for a selected subset of the sample observations;

namely, 693 husband-wife families who met the criteria for continuous

reporting. This subset of families was selected because they are a

relatively homogeneous group representing the modal family type among

the working poor t for whom the analysis is not complicated by the prob

lems of changes in family composition and missing data. (Other aspects

of the sample selection, time period analyzed, and regression specifi

cation are discussed below.) Negative differentials, both absolute and

percentage, indicate smaller labor supply on the part of the experi

mental families compared with control families. Within each tablet

results are reported separately for each ethnic group which, it should

be noted, showed important differences in responses.

The most striking features of the results for husbands (shown in

Table 1 are, first, that all the differentials are quite small in

hoth ahsolute and relative terms--none exceed 10 percent of the control
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Table 1

Husbands: Adjusted Mean' Estimates Derived from Regression
Estimates of Differentials in Labor Force ParticipatioR' Employment,

Hours, and Earnings for Quarters 3 to 10

-,

White
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Black
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Spanish-speaking
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Labor Force
Participation

Rate

94.3
-.3

94.0
-.3

95.6
o

95.6
o

95.2
1.6

96.8
1.6

Employment
Rate

87.8
-2.3
85.5
-2.6

85.6
.8

86.4
.• 9

89.5
-2.4
87.1
-2.7

Hours
worked

per week

34.8
-1.9
32.9
-5.6

31.9
.7

32.6
2.3

34.3
-.2

34.1
-.7,

Earnings
per week

100.4
.1

100.5
.1

93.4
8.7

102.1
9.3

92.2
5.9

98.1
6.4

aThe data for these tables consist of 693 husband-wife families who reported for at least 8 of the 13
quarters when interviews were obtained. The reported differentials in each measure of labor supply is the
experimental treatment group mean minus the control group mean, as measured in a regression equation in
which the following variables were controlled: age of husband, education of husband, number of adults,
number of children, sites, pre-experiment labor supply variables of the husband. These means and the
associated control-experimental differentials may therefore be interpreted as applicable to control and
experimental groups with identical composition in terms of these variables. Percent differentials are
computed using the mean of the control as base.

VI
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Table 2

Wives: Adjusted Mean Estimates, Derived from Regression
Estimates of Differentials in Labor Force Participation, Employment,

aHours, and Earnings for Quarters 3 to 10

White
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Black
Control- mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Spanish-speaking
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Labor Force
Participation

Rate

20.1
-6.7*
13.4

-33.2

21.1
-.8

20.3
-3.6

11.8
-3.8

8.0
-31.8

Employment
Rate

17.1
-5.9*
11.2

-34.7

16.8
-.3

16.5
-1.5

10.7
-5.2

5.5
-48.3

Hours
worked

per week

4.5
-1.4

3.1
-30.6

5.0
-.1
4.9

-2.2

3.4
-1.9
1.5

-55.4

Earnings
per week

9.3
-3.1

6.2
-33.2

10.6
.8

11.4
7.8

7.4
-4.1

3.3
-54.7

a
The data for these tables consist of 693 husband~fe families who reported for at least 8 of the 13

quarters when interviews were obtained. The reported differentials in each measure of labor supply is the
experimental treatment group mean minus the control group mean, as measured in a regression equation in
which the following variables were controlled: age of wife, education of wife, number of adults, number
and ages of children, sites, pre-experiment family earnings (other than wife's) and pre-experiment labor
supply variables of the wife. These means and the associated control-experimental differentials may there
fore be interpreted as applicable to control and experimental groups with indentical composition in terms
of these variables. Percent differentials are computed using the mean of the control as base.

*Significant at the .95 level (two-tailed test)

a.
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Table 3

Family Totals: Adjusted Mean Estimates Derived from Regression
Estimates of Differentials in Labor Force Participation, Employment,. aHours, and Earnings for Quarters 3 to 10

White
Cchltrol mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Percent~or

Number in Number Hours adults in the Percent of
labor force employed worked Earnings labor force, adults employed,
per family per family per week per week per family per family

1.49 1.30 46.2 124.0 57.6 51.1
-.15** - .18** -6.2** ·-10.1 -5.3** -6.1**
1.34 1.12 40.0 113.9 52.3 45.0

- 9.8 -13.9 -13.4 -8.1 -9.1 -12.0

Black
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

Spanish-speaking
Control mean
Absolute differential
Experimental mean
Percent differential

1.38
-.07
1.31

-5.4

1.15
.08

1.23
6.7

1.17
-.07
1.10

-6.1

1.04
-.02
1.02

-1.5

41. 7
-2.2
39.5
-5.2

39.0
-.4

38.6.
-.9

114.0
4.1

118.1
3.6

102.4
5.0

107.4
4.9

54.3
-1.6
52.7
-2.9

48.9
2.4

51.3
5.0

46.9
-1.6
45.3
-3.3

44.7
-1.0
43.7
-2.2

a
The data for these tables consist of 693 husband-wife families who reported for at least 8 of the 13 quarters ~

when interviews were obtained. The reported differentials in each measure of labor supply is the experimental treat
ment group minus the control group mean, as measured in a regression equation in which the following variables were
controlled: age of husband, education of husband, education of wife, number of adults, number and ages of children,
sites, and pre-experiment labor supply variables for the husband and wife. These means and the associated control
experimental differentials may therefore be interpreted as applicable to control and experimental groups with identical
composition in terms· of these variables. Percent differentials are computed using the mean of the control as base.

**Significant at the .99 level (two-tailed test)
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mean and most are less than five percent--and all are insignificant.

In other words, there are no findings to indicate a significant reduc-

don in labor supply resulting from the plans. ~oreover, many.of the

differentials, including all of those for Blacks, are positive--indicat-

ing greater labor supply among husbands in the experimental group than

in the control group. Finally, it is worth noting that the means for

both groups indicate that the vast majority (approximately 95 percent)

of the husbands were labor force participants, working close to full-

time when employed (37 to 40 hours per week).

Experimental wives, presented in Table 2, showed predominantly

negative labor supply differentials. These were small in absolute

magnitude, but because of the low levels of market labor supply of

wives, these differentials represent relatively large percentage differ-

entials--at least for white and Spanish-speaking wives.* Even so, only

two of the differentials shown in the table--those for labor force

participation and employment rates of white wives--are statistically

significant. This lack of significance reflects the small absolute size

of the differentials and the small sample sizes of ~orking wives in each

of the three ethnic groups; for example, in any given survey week there

were only about 15 working wives among the Spanish-speaking families in

the entire sample.

Mean labor supply differentials for the family as a whole, shown

*The means presented in the tables are averages over all indi-
viduals within a given group, including non-workers. Corresponding
means for workers only can be readily calculated from the numbers pre
sented. For example, while all white wives worked an average of 4.5
hours per week, the 17.1 percent of the control group who were employed
worked an average of 26.3 hours per week (= 4.5/.171).
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in Table 3, were preponderantly negative, but again were relatively

*small. In no case do the differentials exceed 14 percent of the COD-

trol mean, and most are less than 10 percent. All the differentials

for white families except for the earnings measure are statistically

significant, while none of those for Black or Spanish-speaking families

are significant.

In summary, these results present a picture of generally small

absolute labor supply differentials between the experimental and control

groups as a whole. Only among wives, whose mean labor supply is quite

small to begin with, are the differentials large in relative terms.

Although these summary results do not begin to exploit the richness of

the data and the design of the experiment, they do fairly reflect the

principal conclusions of our empirical work regarding labor supply. We

cannot, of course, expect that these summary results will be acceptable

without a great deal more detailed work dealing with more complicated

models and, in particular, an intensive examination of the different

negative income tax plans. We turn to these issues next, after first

describing our general strategy for the statistical models used as the

basis for our estimation procedures and tests of hypotheses.

The Models for Statistical Analysis: General Considerations

The models we us~ for statistical analyses are derived from the

traditional literature on labor supply, but special features of the data

* Family means and differentials include the labor supply of all
workers in the family, not just husband and wife.
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call for several modifications. The typical classroom presentation of

the theoretical model of an individual's labor supply is anchored in the

convention of comparative statics. When applied empirically, it is the

average or expected labor supply of the sample--hours worked, forexample-

which is assumed to represent an equilibrium state., The observed number

of hours worked is assumed to be a function of the person's normal wealth

status, normal wage earnings capacity, and a variety of variables which

are impounded in a ceteris paribus clause. Strictly speaking, these

variables are, of course, unobservable, and various proxies for "them are

sought.

This simple model, however, which employs only income and wage rates

as economic arguments, is instructive as a point of departure for analyzing

the experimental data. The experiment induces changes in family income

and in the net wage rates facing family members" and this fact, along with

the random assignment of families to treatment and control groups, justifies

ignoring other variables in the model for our pedagogic purposes here.

Let Lt be the labor supply of the individual during the time period, t,

of interest, and Y be the equilibrium amount of household income if all

family members worked the equilibrium amount of time (L* for the individual

in question) and if nonlabor income were similarly at its normal level.

Let Wequal the market rate the individual can earn. Ignoring other variables

and a stochastic error term, we have:

L
t

= f(W,Y) (1)

The function is often expressed and estimated in a simple linear form:*

*The functional form could be derived if an operational function to
describe the relation of goods and leisure to household utilities (or,
alternatively, household production) were specified. One such utility
function is used in this manner and described below, but in general we have
adopted a more agnostic approach.
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L • a + alW + aZY (2)to"

The variable, Y, is defined as:

y .. y +iWL* (3)
o

where Y is the amount of family income from all other sources except the
o

individual's earnings. (In the simplest case where there are no other

family workers, Y would represent only nonlabor income. If other family
o

members did work then this simple model could proceed without modification

if we assumed that their wage rates and market labor supply decisions had

no cross-price effects on the individual's labor market decisions. These

are clearly abstractions from reality.)

A negative income tax plan will provide transfer payments, P, to families

with incomes below the "breakeven level" (defined below), according to the

following formula:

P = G - tY, for Y < G/t = breakeven (4)

where G is the income guarantee at zero earned income and t is the plan's

tax (or offset) rate on family income. When the transfer payments, P, are

added to the family's income, the income and wage terms in the labor supply

equation are changed as follows:

Substituting (3) and (4) into (Z) and rearranging:

Lt = ao + (a1 + aZL*) (l-t)W + aZ[(l-t)Yo + G]

= ao + bl (l-t)W + aZ[(l-t)Yo + G]

= ao + b1W - bltW + aZYo - aztyO + aZG

(5)

Alternatively, we could write the equation in terms of t and Pas:

(6)

Since no allowance in the original model was made for differential

responses to different sources of wage or income changes, it should not
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be surprising that in (5) the coefficients of Wand tW are the same except

for sign and that the coefficients of Y • tY • and G are similarly equalo 0

in absolute value. In (6) the coefficients of Y and P are similarlyo

restricted and furthermore, a2 • (bl - al)/L*. These restrictions are

not in any serious sense imposed by theory, but are only reflections of

our simplifying assumptions in applying one illustrative theoretical model.

In any case, the restrictions can be relaxed and tested with the data. In

the analyses of male heads-of-households discussed below some attention

is given to (a) the construction of normal wage and income variables;

(b) their effects on labor supply in comparison with the effects of the

experimental variables, G, P, and tj and (c) their interactions with the

experimental variables.

Another consequence of the simplifying assumptions made in this

pedagogic example is that the effects of t and G are linear. In the'

experiment there are eight permissible combinations of the three tax rates

and four guarantee levels (not including the control group), and we test

for nonlinearities in the response to these programs. We also examine

whether just being enrolled in a plan and being eligible to receive payments

has any effect on labor supply behavior. Note that families with incomes

above the breakeven level will not receive payments or face the experimental

tax rates, but their work behavior may well be affected just by their being

eligible for payments if their incomes were to decline.

Most of the statistical results we report are for a treatment speci-

fication that uses less than the eight variables which define each of the

permissible plans. One can argue that the plans are sufficiently difficult

to understand--particularly given changes in family size, fluctuations in
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income above and below breakeven, the availability of welfare, and various

"random shocks"-that accurate qualitative responses and approximately

accurate quantitative measures are better achieved by a simpler functional

form. A single anomalous cell value may be "corrected" by averaging it

with better behaved adjacent cells. With a full specification of eight

treatment variables, each plan is represented by a single cell value,

independent of other cells. In a three-year experiment, however, it is

perhaps unrealistic to expect to measure consistent and systematic responses

to eight plans by a relatively small sample per plan, particularly when

the responses differ by ethnic group.

Three other practical considerations ~y be mentioned'briefly. First,

we have not dealt with the distinction between a permanent nationwide income

maintenance plan and a three-year experimental plan. Second, the para

meters of state welfare plans have been ignored. Ways of dealing with both

these problems are discussed later in this paper and in other papers in the

full report. Third, traditional sources of data have not yielded satisfac

tory measures of normal wage or normal income, not to mention taste

variables. Although the measures of these non-experimental variables are

elusive for us as well, our repeated observations on income receipts and

wage rates do offer some improvement regarding these important economic

variables.

There are, of course, several easily measured variables, such as

the individual's age, education, number of dependents, and others, which

explain some of the variation in labor supply. However, a simple and

more powerful device for controlling for the basic determinants of labor

supply is to include the pre-experiment value of the labor supply variable
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as an independent variable. The pre-experiment values of labor supply

will partly reflect the effects of the available explanatory variables

and in addition may represent other variables which are not satisfactorily

measured, like normal income, normal wages, and taste variables. These

considerations are represented in equation (7) which is the basic general

model for the statistical analysis that follows:

(7).

where L = a measure of labor supply for tQe ith individual and

experimental time period t;

x • a vector of "control" variables which are not presumed

to interact with the treatment variables;

Z = a vector of "control" variables, including proxies for

normal income and wages, which may both inte~act with

the treatment and have separate effects;

L = a vector of pre-experiment values of the dependent variables;
t~l.

T = a vector of treatment parameters;

E = a residual term which is assumed to be uncorrelated with

the deterministic part of the right-hand side of the model,

(or, less restrictively, uncorrelated with T and TZ).

A final point about the specification of the statistical models concerns

the advantage of the panel observations for thirteen quarters for measuring

the labor supply response. We have the choice of examining the entire

three-year period or selected subperiods. Subperiods can show the time

pattern of responses. Also, a particular subperiod may be regarded as

more representative of the operations of a legislated income maintenance plan.

In this abbreviated version of the research we devote most attention to the

middle 24 months of the experiment, quarters 3 to 10. This middle period

is viewed as siml,1lating a more "normal" course of a legislated plan because
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the "start-up" and ''wind-downII months of the experiment are ignored.

The models are usually based on a single period of time for which we have

a single observation per individual about his or her labor supply. The

observation is some average measure over the·time period••

Male Heads

. The labor supply c·r work effort responst! of male head. of families

eligible for or receiving income subsidies such as a negative income tax

is crucial from two points of view. First, the earnings of the male are

typically the major source of earnings for poor and·near-poor husband-wife

families, and few such families have important amounts of income other than

earnings. As the major earner, then, the husband has a large potential

for labor force withdrawal in response to a transfer payment. In other

words, a negative response large enough to negate the augmentation in

money income from the transfer is possible for the primary earner, but

less so for the secondary earners. Second, there is a popular view that

any reduction in work-for-pay on the part of husbands with heavy family

responsibilities is unrelieved either by the offsetting gains in output of

work-at-home such as is expected from wives, or by investments toward

future income such as is expected on the part of adult children (whose

alternative may be successful completion of high school or added training

of some sort). Whether these views are accurate is perhaps less important

here than their prevalence. In any case, they place an importance on any

weakening of the traditional "breadwinner" effort that has a different

basis from concern about the work effort of secondary earners.

Married, non-aged males have typically been found to have high rates

of labor-force participation and to be, moreover, quite insensitive to price

* An alternative specification which was also used extensively 1s
based on a pooling of the quarterly observations. With 13 observations,
one for each quarter, the potential number of observations for the full
sample 0.1: 693 continuously reporting husband-wife families ...is, therefore,
9,009, although they are not, of course, "independent" observations.
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(wage) and income variation. Hence, if the poor and near-poor male·heads

respond to such economic stimuli in about the same way as more general

populations, and !l the non-experimental studies have not somehow misled

us about that response, we should not expect to find large responses for

this group. With some complicating qualifications, this is about what 1s

found in the analysis that follows. The over-all responses to tax rates

that (on average) cut net wages in half and income guarantees that vere

equal to a substantial fraction of pre-experimental income are hardly

detectable, and could be interpreted as so nonsignificant that further

analysis is unwarranted. (See Table 1.)

Nevertheless, further analysis was undertaken which teased out and

captured results consistent with and partly constrained by prior hypotheses

about the nature of the supply response. The relative success of this effort

suggests that there is some small average response, which ia achieved by

combining negligible responses around the breakeven level with more

appreciable ones for husbands whose wages and potential earning power are

well below the breakeven level.

It will be recalled from Table 1 in the introductory section that

the basic contrasts for all experimental vs control families showed no

significant differences for husoands. If one aggregates those estimates,

using the sample frequencies of the ethnic groups for weights, the largest

negative effect is in hours,and that is only -2.2 percent of the central

group mean--well within the margin allowed for random sample variation.

Both the size and the lack of significance of these differentials suggest

there is relatively little grist to be ground in a more elaborate econometric

mill. However, there are substantial differences in the size and terms
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of the experimental treatments that .. are not dist;inguiahed in these

averages. Also there has beeu',no opportunity' for the level' of a family's,

earning capacity to affect the' response to ~ given' negative tax plan.

It is certainly reasonable to expect any response' to be' substantially

attenuated for a husband in a family whose income typically fluctuates'

around or above the breakeven level' of its assigned treatment.

The remainder of this section will report on three more refined

models which attempt to find significant and interpretable patterns which

may have been obscurred in the cruder models. I.n the Xi.rat of these

the eight different guarantee/tax treatments are grouped according to

their "generosity" over the income range represented in the sample; and

separate response estimates are made for each. In the second a more

elaborate model allowing for an irteraction between earning capacity

and the treatment is estimated. From this model it is possible to

calculate estimates of the income and substitution effects of the

negative tax treatment. Finally, the data are analyzed using a model

that is severely constrained by a priori considerations derived from a

model of utility maximization. Together the three approaches yield some

additional insights into the form of any response to the experimental

treatment. They do not, by relaJcing or tightening the constraints on

the estimated response, uncover evidence of sharp disincentives which

would invalidate the general conclusion of small, almost undetectib1e

responses for husbands with family responsibilities.

Experimental Effects by "Generosity of Plan"

Consider first separate responses for a tripartite division of

experimental plans. The top three plans (125-50, 100-50, 75-30)
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are denotQd "High." The next three (100-70., 75-50, and 50-30) pay

distinctly less over the relevant range and are called ''Medium''. the

final two (75-70 and 50-50) pay almost nothing over most of the range

and are called ''Low''. These two plans are moreover heavily dominated by

public assistance support levels over most of the experimental period.

Subsequently, the Low group will be deleted from the analysis of male

head response on the ground that some 90 percent of experimental families

on these two plans are either on welfare or have income above the. break-

even point. While their behavior may be of interest, it is not likely to

tell us much about the response to experimental stimuli. Table 4 shows how

the sample of continuous husband-wife families used here is distributed

over this aggregation of experimental plans.

Table 4

Distribution of Sample Families by "Generosity" of Plan and Ethnicity

Group Plan

All Control Experimental High Medium Low

White 310 129 (42)* 181 (58) 88'(28) 58 (19) 35 (11)

Black 234 83 (35) 151 (65) 68 (29) 50 (22) 33 (14)

Spanish-speaking 149 .2§. (38) -22 (62) 44 (30) 37 (24) 12 (8)- -
Total 693 268 (39) 425 (61) 200 (29) 145 (21) 80 (11)

* Percents in parentheses
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Ul addition to distinguishin~ generosity levels, an alternative

and hopefully more efficient set of control variables is used here to

isolate the' experimental response. The primary objective is to '~old

constant" the labor supply behavior which would have obtained in the

absence of the experimental treatment, and to measure responses as

departures from that ex ante standard. In other words, one aims at

contrasting statistically matched groups who were eligible for varying

levels of negative tax benefits or none at all in the case of control

families. Families or persons can be said to be matched if they have

combinations of characteristics which are associated with equal expected

levels of labor supply in the absence of any experimental treatment.

For this purpose two variables were "constructed" and estimated

bya "first-stage" procedure to provide control of wage rates and

family income, both on a "normal" or ex ante treatment basis. A

complete explanation and specification of these variables can be found

in the full report on the experiment* and will not be repeated here.

Very briefly the objective was to smooth the multiple observations

on both wage rates and family income (exclusive of work-conditioned

transfers) and to eliminate components correlated with experimental treat-

ments. The resulting variables, ~ and 1, each include a component that

is a function of explicit personal or family characteristics and a

component which reflects persistent deviations from the average relations

and, implicitly, the unmeasured factors such as motivation, handi~apB, etc.,

which lie behind these deviations. This device was developed to more

fully utilize the potential of panel data for distinguishing "permanent"

or "normal" earning capacities of persons or families.

*Final Report of the Graduated Work Incentives Experiment, Institute
for Research on Poverty, December 1973, Part B, Chapter 1.
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A standard functional form was adopted whtch u~ea'these'vat1able8

as measures of the more trad1t1,onaldeterminants'"ot labo~ ,supply., This

form is used for each of the four labor-supply indicators. This

function, S ct, ~,'PLj, 1s specified' as follows:
c' ",

(1)

where t and ~ are the constructed variables denoting no~l income and

normal wage respectively. In the first term the "normal" income

variable is normalized by dividing by the poverty level, PL(n); that is, a

''welfare'' ratio is used. The second and third terms allow for a nonlinear

wage-rate effect and the fourth term allows for an interaction between wage

rates and income. We have:

(2)

and

(3)

so that the normal income derivative varies both with need, as measured by

PL(n) and the wage rate. The normal wage rate derivative varies both with

wage rate and with normal income.

This function, along with linear terms in pre-enrollment hours and

weeks employed in base year, provided a substantial reduction in the
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variance ,of estimated experimental ,response,' and in ~a8es'whete the'latter'

approached'significance shoWed\basica11y the'same patte~,of,reaponae~'

Consequently, the coefficients displayed in Table 5 have been derived

from regressions using S and the pre-experimental values as the meansc

for defining the ceteris paribus comparisons: The treatment variables are

defined as the Low, Medium, and High plan groupings explained above,

formulated as dummy variables.

We find in this table that 19 out of 144 individual response coefficients

are significant at a 10 percent level or better. This is slightly more than

a random data set would provide. Of the joint tests in the last two columns

five out of 48 are significant for the test of a null response and only

two out of 48 reject the hypothesis of no effect of generosity.

In spite of the scarcity of significant results it may be useful to

review the ones which do appear. It will be noted that four of the

significant F3 tests and twelve of the significant coefficients are found

for earnings. Nearly all these are positive and are not explainable in

terms of similar significant positive responses in hours worked. White

males during the third year show significant effects on differences in

employment, hours, and earnings. The results here show a relatively low

participation rate for the white Low group and a relatively high

unemployment experience for all three groups, which is reflected as lowered

earnings and hours relative to the control group. Only in the case of the

Low group does there seem to be a consistent pattern of lowered supply

across the whole period. The Spanish-speaking sample displays only one

significant coefficieEt--an excess of hours worked in the Low group in the

third year. For blacks (except for the earnings results) the only

significant result is the sharp contrast in participation rates between the

Low and Medium groups in the third year.
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Table 5

Experimental Response According to Plan "Generosity" for
Four Indicators of Labor Supply by Ethnicity and Time Span

Plan

Quarter Base Low Medium High

PARTICIPATION
White

Black

Spanish
speakers

EMPLOYMENT
White

Black

Spanish
speakers

1-4
5-8
9-12
3-10

1-4
5-8
9-12
3-10

1-4
5-8
9-12
3-10

1-4
5-8
9-12
3-10

1-4
5-8
9-12
3-10

1-4
5-8
9-12
3-10

95.8
9/.7
94.4
96.9

98.3
97.8
99.3
97.5

99.0
100.6
99.3
99.6

92.5
92.5
87.6
91.6

94.0
93.9
92.9
92.6

96.6
95.7
97.0
95.7

-1.3
-3.8
-4.1
-2.8

1.8
-3.3
-5.8
-2.0

3.0
1.9
1.9
2.4

-1.7
-6.7*
-9.6**
-6.3*

3.1
0.1
1.1
1.7

0.1
3.2
8.1
4.9

1.5
-2.6
-0.7
-1.2

0.7
2.0
5.7
2.6

0.4
-0.2
2.2
0.0

0.2
-4.3
-4.7
-4.2

3.1
-0.9
2.2
1.6

-3.8
-3.6
2.3

-2.9

4.5*
2.3
3.9
2.9

-1.0
2.7

-0.8
1.5

-0.1
0.3

-0.8
0.1

2.6
0.1

-3.0
-0.1

3.5
2.1
2.7
2.7

-2.5
-0:.6
-1.8
-0.5

1.64
1.59
1.59
1.39

0.23
1.03
2.05
0.65

0.19
0.09
0.42
0.13

0.52
1. 52
1. 52
1.55

0.50
0.22
0.15
0.26

0.40
0.35
0.7.4
0.58

1.63
2.36*
2.31
2.04

0.34
1.43
3.08**
0.87

0.27
0.12
0.59
0.18

0.67
1.66
0.86
1.60

0.01
0.30
0.04
0.06

0.23
0.47
1.08
0.83

.40

.33

.28

.37

.25

.26

.26

.28

.22

.30

.22

.29

.45

.47

.37

.50

.41

.37

.42

.44

.31

.33

.42

.42

Note: From regressions controlling on Sc [1, ~, PL(n)J, and pre-experiment-Values
for hours per week and weeks per year. The base is for head with ~ a $100. ~ u

$2.50,PL(n) = $80,who worked 40 hours at pre-enrollment and for 50 weeks the previous
year.

F3 is the F-statistic for the null hypothesis that all three eKperimenta1
coefficients are zero, i.e., all experimental group means are the same as the base.
F2 is the F-statistic for the null hypothesis that all three experimental coeffi
cients are the ~' i.e., no variation by generosity.

*Statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

**Statistica1ly significant at the 5 percent level.

***Statistica1ly significant at the 1 percent level.

'I
1
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Table 5 (cont.)

Plan

LoW Medium High "'J
2'

Quarter Base ''"i R '

HOURS PER WEEK
White 1-4 37.2 1.4 -1.0 -1.0 0.73 0.99 .56

5-8 35.8 -3.9* -1.5 -0.9 1.33 1.05 .49
9-12 35.2 -2.5 -4.4** -3.2** 2.48* 0.34 .47
3-10 36.2 -2.7 -2.1 -1.3 1.29 0.37 .58

Black 1-4 36.4 3.0 2.5 1.9 1.05 0.15 .43
5-8 35.7 1.5 0.8 1.1 0.26 0.06 .51
9-12 36.5 1.3 0.7 1.8 0.34 0.13 .47
3-10 35.7 2.1 1.2 1.3 0.60 0.12 .56

Spanish- 1-4 37.5 -2.7 -0.8 -1.9 0.53 0.26 .38
speakers 5-8 37.8 2.3 -0.6 -0.3 0.30 0.44 .44

9-12 37.7 5.6"1'( 1.9 0.9 1.19 1.15 .47
3-10 37.4 3.1 -0.2 0.1 0.65 0.95 .54

EARNINGS PER WEEK
White 1-4 93.0 10.4** 1.1 2.2 1.72 1.81 .63

5-8 93.8 -6.0 -3.1 -0.5 0.63 0.61 .68
9-12 88.4 -4.5 -13.4*** -5.8 2.51* 1.32 .61
3-10 92.9 -3.4 -4.3 -0.6 0.67 0.58 .75

Black 1-4 95.5 8.7 11.2** 8.6* 2.24* a.IS .52
5-8 92.3 16.8*'/(* 10.1** 9.6** 3.54** 0.82 .60
9-12 95.8 14.7** 8.2 9.3* 1.80 0.39 .54
3-10 92.5 16.3"1'(** 9.8** 9.6*"'(* 5;02*** 1.09 .68

Spanish- 1-4 96.3 -9.6 2.4 2.5 1.28 1.87 .63
speakers 5-8 94.7 1.3 -2.9 0.5 OH8 0.26 .59

9-12 94.4 9.6' 1.2 4.9 0.76 0.63 .64
3-10 93.9 3.4 -1.3 3.5 0.62 0.77 .73
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It is clear that thiS first',step':of disti:nguiah~ng:crudelevels of

treatment has not disclosed substantial and'consistentresponse differentials.

Rejection of the null hypothesis occurs barely more often: than would, be~

the case with'random responses~' The'significant results'are particularly

scarce in the middle year and middletwo~ear periods where the most

relevant and reliable responses'might'be expected. Again, the effects on

labor supply, if any, are too small or subtle to be detected by these

simple models.

Models with Treatment-Income Interactions

Prior to considering the next phase, two reductions in the scope of

the analysis must be explained. First, the variable, weekly earnings, is dis

continued as a labor supply indicator. The frequent inconsistency between

the signs or significance of response in hours and earnings reinforces a

previous suspicion about the reliability of experimental-control contrasts

for earnings. Briefly, the observed divergence between control and experi

mental earners in average hourly earnings may be largely an artifact of

differential rates of learning to report gross rather than net or take-home

pay. This matter is considered at length in another part of the ~eport

(Part B, Chapter I), but the judgement was made here that the possibility

of differential bias in the measurement of earnings was great and the

consequent (positive) bias in the estimates of response could be avoided

by abandoning that variable.

A second modification eliminated the sample cases in the two "low"

experimental cells. As mentioned above, the families involved are over

whelmingly either above the breakeven point or, if below, have opted for

more generous public assistance (welfare) benefits. Consequently, they

offer little use~ul evidence about the effects of positive benefits or
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assigned marginal tax rates which affect persons below the breakeven•

. The model employe~here.lncorporates a quite. elaborate fo~ des.1gned

to allow the relation between income and the assigned break.ven point to

condition the experimental response.: The asymmetrical nature of the benefit'
..

schedule and the associated marginal tax rates suggest that the response to

the treatment ought to vanish'at some level of earning. Presumably this

vanishing point would be above the breakeven level (where net benefits

stop and the'marginal tax rates revert to the same schedules as the regular

positive tax system faced by control units.) To capture this notion a

variable, 0, was constructed to embody the assumption that a male head

who is more than 20-hours-worth of work above the breakeven point 1s

"immune" from the effects of the experimental treatment and can be regarded

as equivalent to a control observation. This variable, therefore, is

identically zero for control observations and for those experimental

husbands who could forego 20 or more hours of work, at wage ~, without

falling below their breakeven income. Otherwise it is defined as

where M = Gl (nit) th
i t is the (dollar) breakeven level for the i

i
household, given its assigned Gi and t i , and the poverty

level Pen) appropriate for its size, n

th
the "normal" wage for the i husband at time t

the "normal" income for the i th family at time t

The last two components are, again, the constructed variables mentioned above.

The variable, a, will be equal to 2 for an observation with 1 precisely at

the breakeven level, and takes on higher positive values for cases that are
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below the breakeven level.

In addition to providing an index of distance from a response

"vanishing point" this variable is scaled in terms of (tens of) hours. It

is proposed that such a measure has greater comparability on an inter-

personal basis than would the simple dollar amount of the gap. The "normal"

components are used here, however, to avoid the introduction of a possible

response in income or wage rates into the explanatory variables.

Clearly e depends on the guarantee and tax rates as well as upon

income and wage rates; and it requires some care to interpret the work

response associated with G and different levels of G and t. One cannot hold e

constant for a given person and vary G and t freely. A mean of 5 and a standard

deviation of 3 are good round numbers to describe the distribution of e.
The whites show a smaller mean and declining trend, but have more variation.

The means for blacks show a rising trend and have a variance similar to

the Spanish-speaking group. The latter's mean displays a weak tendency

to decline.

The response function used with e is a six-parameter, homogeneous-

in-6 function as follows:

(5 )

.75 andwhere S = G2

S3 = t - .5

Hence, the response is constrained to zero for e = 0 and is a quadratic

function ot e for any given values of G and t. The quadratic coefficients
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give directly the coefficients for e and
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The coefficienu (111 and (121

2e when G·. 75 and t • .5. '

Alternative combinations of G, t can be generated using appropriate values

for 52 and 53'

The constraint of homogeneity was tested (by introducing a constant in

X) and was rejected less often than the test level would imply. The

constraint of linear forms for the coefficients of e was not tested

directly, but previous attempts to get consistent nonlinear patterns across

the variation in G and t have been unsuccessful and, moreover, the

magnitude of apparent response is so small that six parameters already

seem an excessive burden to place on the systematic variation. On the

other hand, the quadratic terms have generally proven to be an important,

part of the function whenever there is a substantial response,. so it does

not appear advisable to drop that part of the function, F~nal1y, consider-

ing that G and t are also present in a, the overall function is not linear

in these variables, (The consideration of the form of this function'.

derivatives will be explored below at greater length.)

Along with this form for the'basie experimental response a total of

19 additional variables (plus constant) have been introduced to isolate the

response for comparable husbands. Four of these variables relate to health

status and a health-experimental interaction. This implies that the main

experimental response applies to husbands who are in good health. The

four-variable sub-function,S , described above,was augmented again by
c

pre-experiment values of hours per week and weeks per year. In addition a

5-parameter, piecewise-linear (spline) function of age and education, number

of adults and children in the family and the estimated,ave~a8enormal wage

rate and family income (i.e. the'parts'of t and ~ that are independent of
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the individual's persistent ,deviation 'from the mean ~elation).

Inoombination, these variables explain a substantial amount of the

variation in participation and related labor-supply variables. The a2•

range from 40 to 50 percent for participation and even higher for ~mployment

and hours. Because the focus here is on purifying or refining the control

experimental comparison there has been no extended attempt to "clean up"

the control function. It contains some redundancy, and moreover, the

specification of some variables, such as normal income and wages would

require more work if the objective were to secure directly results on the'

general supply response to variation in price and income. However, the

present focus is on the response to experimental treatment and on securing

a substantial level of homogeneity in the comparisons among plan groups-

hence, the rather profligate use of degrees of freedom to provide an

inclusive basis for controlling nonexperimental factors. Again, the

estimated coefficients for this control function will not be presented

in this paper.

In the interest of brevity only a small part of the results can be

displayed here. Besides limiting the analysis to the 1~1gh" and medium

level plans, and three dependent variables, we will here limit discussion

to the analysis of averages over the central two years of the experiment

(Quarters 3-10). MOre complete results can be found in the full report.

Table 6 arrays a series of relevant F-ratio tests concerning the experi

mental sub-function. The first column shows (for 3 ethnic groups and 3

dependent variables) the 'statistic for the hypothesis of no experimental

response--that is, the null hypothesis that the six parameters in equation

(5) and the two which measure a response for husbands in ill health are all



Table 6

F-Ratio Tests of Hnotheses ()lJ._E~_e!":i.m_~~talResponse_~egres~:i.ons_onAverages of Central Two Years

Tax and
All Terms 2 Tax Rate Guarantee Guarantee

Experimental Using e Terms Terms Terms
(8) (3) _(2)_ __ (2) (4)

R
2

White Husbands (275)
Participation
-Employment
Hours

Black Husbands (201
Participation
Employment
Hours

.43
1.03
2.40**

.84

.87
1.28

.09
1.15

.86

.45

.35
1.41

.11

.50

.95

.63

.24
2.07

.44
1.02
2.57*

.36
-.45

1.16

.46
1.33
2.58*

.35

.36
1.07

.417

.492

.637

.442

.540

.658

Spanish-speaking White Husbands (137)
Participation 3.81***
Employment 5.79***
Hours 3.10***

* Significant at .10
** Significant at .05
*** Significant at .01

6.53***
7.20***
3.28**

13.06***
19.72***
10.33***

9.85***
15.79***

8.87***

6.99***
9.86***
5.29***

.521

.638

.687

N
\0
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zero. The second column corresponds to the test of non-linearity in G--'tl1e

null hrothesi~ is ,~Z~, ~ ~22, ~ ,~23,,~ 9... The',third ,teata',the hfpothe8~8 '

that '~t~e ~ 9, 1.e.'a'13' ~ ~23: "" l).', 'The' fouX'th: tests' a comparable hypothesis'

for the' guarantee~ 'a l2 • a 22 III 0., 'The' next test' combiiles' the' previous tvo;

and finally the R2 for the over~all regression is shown~

'Clearly the'only strong arid perVasive response was found for the

Spanish-speaking part of the sample.' For the'whites significance was

achieved for hours, and in that case the non-linear pattern of variation

with 8 was not significant. The Black response is persistently non-signifi- ,":.

cant and, as we shall see, typically inconsistent in sign relative to

expectations and the pattern of the other two groups.

Turning to the estimates, the most interpretable form 1s to show

several points on the estimated response surface. Table 7 displays a

"slice" of the response surface for each of the nine regressions described

in Table 6. A central plan, lOo-SO,has been chosen foX' display, and, the

table shows first the level of e at which response becomes negative, e*.
Next are shown the absolute differential estimates for those levels of e
that span most of the range of the observations; 8=2 is the response

estimate for a family with ~ equal to the breakeven level; emS corresponds

to a family that is 30 hours of husband's earnings short of the breakeven

level, and 8=8 corresponds to a 60-hour shortfall.

It is clear that, where significant, the estimated response is

negative in the below breakeven region, and shows a curvature implying

relatively greater'disincentive with'increasing distance from the break-

even level. The'insignificant estimates' are predominantly positive for
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Table 7

Estimated Experimental Response Surface Evaluated
for G=1.00, t-.50 plan, Healthy Husband. Central Two Years

e* • e level
"cross point"

(see note below) 2 5 8

White
Participation 9.5 1.2 1.8 1.0
Employment 5.4 1.4 0.4 -4.4
Hours 0.2 -0.4 -2.4 -6.1

Black
Participation
Employment
Hours

Spanish-speaking
Participation
Employment
Hours

8.2
17.4
10.1

4.5
3.4
3.1

1.9
3.3
2.1

4.0
3.3
0.7

2.4
6.7

. 3.3

-1.8
-9.4
-3.2

0.2
8.1
2.1

-21.6
-43.2
-13.0

Note: Column 1 for e* shows the level of e at which the response becomes
negative
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Blacks, and always quite, _11, foX' whites.'

The estimated' re1ationahij> ,of response'to"V8J:iatiQus'aoug the
-

treatment plans is shown in Table 8. :Because of the', complex' interactton

of the' guarantee' and tax rates' in the'definition of e we'shoW a selected'

set of derivatives' and the corresponding elasticities'of hours with respect

to the'basic parameters of the'treatment. Because the'derivatives are

complex' expressions it is necessary to evaluate them for specific values

of treatment, family and personal variables~Table'8'shoWs~twosuch

evaluations for each of the ethnic groups for the regres81on8 analyzing

weekly hours. Both are evaluated for the G-l.00, t=.50 plan and for a

family with a poverty line at $80 per week. The evaluation at e=4~4 Is

approximately at the mean for families with the 100-50 plan. It

corresponds to a wage rate around $2.50 and a normal family income of

$100 per week. The evaluation at 0=6 corresponds to a wage of $2.00 and a

nonnal income at $80 per week on the same plan. The derivative with respect

to 8 is shown first. Its sign and movement show that the response is generally

convex in the sense of showing accelerating disincentive with increases' in 6.

The second column shows the derivative which corresponds to a traditional

income effect, produced here as an increment to the guarantee with no

change in the tax rate. The n~xt column corresponds to a simultaneous

increase in guarantee and tax rate which holds the breakeven point at

the same level (M=G/t) and is called here"a "pivot" effect. It shows the

consequence of increasing the benefits for all those who receive them

but not increasing the level of income at which benefits begin. The

fourth column shows a traditional price effect (with sign reversal)

here produced as an increment to the tax rate applied'to earnings. Finally,



Table 8

~elected Derivatives and Elasticities for Prototype Cases from
Regressions__Us1.ri.g Central Two Year-,Averages of Husband's Hoursa

White e = 4.4

e 6

dx
de

"Gap" Effect

b
-.8 (-.09)

-1. 2 (-.30)

dxldG dt=O

Income Effect

0.7 (.02)

2.4 (.10)

dxl dM=O
dG

"Pivot" Effect

2.9 (.08)

3.9 (.16)

dX\ dG=O
dt

Price Effect

4.5 (.06)

3.0 (.06)

dxl dB=Odt

Substitution Effect

5.3 (.07)

5.4 (.11)

Black e = 4.4

e = 6

Spanish e = 4.4

e ::z 6

.2 (.02)

-.2 (-.06)

-1. 9 (-.22)

-3.0 (-.74)

-1.0 (-.03)

-1.1 (-.05)

-3.4 (-.09)

-1. 9 (-.04)

1.5 (.04)

-.3 (-.01)

-4.0 (-.11)

-7.6 (-.31)

5.3 (.07)

1.6 (.03)

-1.1 (-.01)

-13.3 (-.28)

3.9 (.05)

0.5 (.01)

-5.4 (-.07)

-14.3 (-.30) tN
tN

~he prototype plan refers to a guarantee, G, of 1.00 times the poverty level and a tax rate, t, equal to
.50. The poverty level is approximately $80 per week.

bNumbers in parentheses are elasticities assuming 38 hours as base for e = 4.4 and 24 hours as base for
the e = 6 prototype.
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the last column shows the income-compensated subatltut1on,eff~ct derlved

under the constraint that benefits ',: (B) :, remain, constant under' a change

in the tax-rate.

These'results'cQnform to' theoretical expectations only for the

Spanish-speaking, the smallest'ethnic group in the sample, and the only

one which consistently displayed' a significant response'in 1erms of this

model. The white sample showed a weakly significant response for hours,

but the derivatives are tmiformly of the lIwrong" sign. It, 1s interestinaa

however, that even where significant and of the expected ~ign, the elasticities,'

are relatively small. The largest of the elasticities, for the lowest

income Spanish-speaking husbands, are less than 1!3--hardly a sign of

extreme sensitivity.

~xperimental Response Constrained for a Cobb-Douglas Utility Ftmction

The third and final review of evidence considers a model which

constrains the response to conform to a theoretical specification of

the form of that response.* This analysis also does not allow for ethnic

differences, either in the control or response portion of the model. The

experimental response is required to be proportional to a variable

GQ a (l-t)w' ( or its square) where G and t are defined as above, and w'

is an alternative estimate of the person's normal wage rate. The' variable Q

is derived from an optimization of a family utility functio~ and provides

an extremely economical parameterization of the treatment.' The dependent

variable is an average over quarters 7-10, i.e., the second of the central

two experimental years. This model is estimated with a set of control

variables which includes pre-experimental hours ,per week and weeks per year,

plus age, education, health status, the reciprocal ofw' and binary variables

* This analysis was carried out by Professor David Horner and is
reported in detail in the full ,report of the exper1ment.~ The utility func
tion specified was: In U = A + alnY + Lb.lnLi where U is utility and Y •
m,,"rket goods and the Li represent "leisur~" activities of the family mem-
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for the several sitea. There.were 799 'Jn8le faD1ily heads .available for

this estimate (note that these' are not limited to husbands in the'

continuous husband-wife sample)~ . 'The' coefficient of Q turns out to have

the expectednegat!ve sign and to be' significant at the S percent level

for a one-tailed test. The response' surface evaluated the average wage

rate and for the eight tax-guarantee' combinations is shown in Table 9.

Ta'ble 9

Percentage Response in Hours Averaged data for Quarters 7-10
(basec 34.7 hours) . . .. ..

Tax Rate
Guarantee .3 .5 .7

1.25 X -5.0 X
1.00 X -4.0 -6.6
.75 -2.1 -3.0 -5.0
.50 -1.4 -2.0 X

The average wage rate used was $2.67, and the form of response requires

the differential to get larger for smaller wate rates; that is, at $1~67 per

hour the responses would be 60 percent larger; and at $3.67 they woul~ be

27 percent smaller. Extensive tests were carried out on the hypothesis

embodied in the restrictions by allowing the components of Q to be entered

as separate variables, alone and in combination with Q. The outcome

supported the one-parameter model as against the multi-parameter alterna-

tive. Once again, and this time with a relatively simple and restrictive

model, on data aggregated over a shorter period and with the ethnic groups

pooled together the response seems quite small.

Concluding Remarks for Males

Overall, it would not require a determined skeptic to claim that there

is no evidence of any disincentive at all for husbands. If there is one,

it is small on average and is somewhat concentrated among those husbands
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with extremely low wage rates relative to the total needs' of their

families. The income effect appears quite weak, and the substitution

effect appears to become. strong only when net wages become very small.

The ethnic differences are somewhat puzzling, especially the typically.

positive (and non-significant) response estimates for Blacks. There is

evidence that the Black control group, for unknown reasons, had a relatively

adverse experience over the experimental period, while the Black experimental

group was more comparable to the white and Spanish-speaking experimental

groups. The white sample showed significant disincentives only for hours,

and even these reveal some disturbin~_properties. The components of the

treatment effects, as shown in Table 8, do not agree with theoretical

expectations, but again the effects were quite small.

Once again, and here for quite low-income groups, married men with

substantial family responsibilities are found to be quite insensitive to

price and income variation in the determination of their labor supply. The

principal qualification is for the very poorest--low wage rates and very

large families--where the combination of a drastic reduction of an already

low wage rate and a decrease in the extreme pressure of need by a large

percentage increment to income has apparently resulted in some reduction.

Even here the estimates do not suggest total withdrawal but rather a

fractional reduction, perhaps in the area of overtime or in multiple job

holding.

In the end, there is a distinct absence of evidence for a sharp

disincentive for male family heads; there is probably some for the poorest

stratum, but the evidence is weak as to its precise magnitude or nature.

Ibe distinctive ethnic patterns which have weakened the ability to

generalize present some yet-to-be explained puzzles; but, on the other hand,
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the replication by time and ethnic group provides a substantial amount of

discipline in the search for fundamental response patterns. It is evident

that a great deal remains to be done with these data but, more important,

there is a clear need for more independent replication from other experimental

studies now underway to see if the tendencies noted here are confirmed.

Married Women, Husband Present

The employment experience of married women in the experiment pro-

vides a critical test of the work disincentive hypothesis, mainly

because married women have relatively flexible work choices and because

there are more institutional arrangements to accommodate work on a short-

term or part-time basis. Their role is important because of both the

expected long-run labor-supply effects under a negative income tax plan

and their short-run work responses to an experiment.

In the long run, less work is expected as the equilibrium adjustment

to an income maintenance plan by wives and other "secondary" workers

whose attachement to the labor market is relatively weak. The alterna-

tive.of homework to market work is the· familiar principal reason for

the greater discretion that wives have in work decisions. An abundance

of empirical evidence points to their labor-supply responsiveness to

changes in income and wage rates--the two relevant economic variables

*affected by income maintenance plans. Moreover, the trend over time

has been one of increasing labor force participation of married women.

~lthough the range of income elasticities and substitution (i.e.,
IIcompensatedll wage) elasticities for wives measured in these labor supply
studies is rather wide, their respective averages, around -.5 and 1.0,
are quite large relative to the estimates for males. (See the citations
of labor supply studies of wives in Cain and Watts, 1973, and Table 9.2
in the book for some summary estimates.)
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It is important to recognize, however, that the employment time and um

fugs of wives in poor families are already at low levels. Thus, even ..

sizeable percentage reduction in work might, in terms of total hours

reduced per year, be less than a smaller percentage change by husbands.

The flexibility in labor force behavior ,of married women is

especially'important in study~ng the'responses to a 3-year experiment.

The short duration is probably the most serIous limitation of the experi

ment as a'test of the labor·supply response to a legislated (and quss1

permanent) income maintenance plan. Work behavior of male heads of

households is constrained to the extent that they have a firm attachment

to a job that requires them to work a fixed number of hours per week on

a full-year basis. It is not realistic to expect adult males. to make a

major change in their schedules, knowing that at the end of three years

they would probably have to reestablish their old schedules. By contrast,

the freer options that women have for working less than full time, and

for working periodically--taking seasonal jobs, working for a period of

one, two, of three years or less, and working in a variety of jobs at

different times--permits wives to.show a greater responsiveness to the

experimental incentives.

The prevalence of short-term working arrangements by low income wives

is supported with the sample data. Among 742 husband-wife families

who reported for at least 8 of the 13 quarters, the average labor force

participation ~ate among wives was 16 percent. However, over the entire

experiment 40 percent of the wives reported being in the labor force

during one or more quarters. Among the 1031 husband-wife and female

headed families which reported for at least 8 of the 13 quarters, the

average labor force participation tate of the married women and female

heads was 19 percent. In contrast, 44 percent of these women were in

the labor force for one or more quarters during the three-year experiment.
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This evidence of considerable mobility regarding labor force participation

implies, we suggest, a potential responsiveness to the widely varying net

wage rates the wives could earn and the varying income supplements their

families received.

Applisation of th~ Basic MOdel: Statistical Results

In this paper only the experimental treatment effects will be

shown. The estimated relationships between the labor supply variables

and the other independent variables, which show no untoward surprises.

are available in the full report.* ,The presentation of treatment effects

consists mainly of tables showing regression coefficients or regression

predicted values of the dependent variables (calculated for typical values

of the treatment variables).

All treatment plans (Table 10). Table 10 shows the 'estimated effects

on labor force participation and hours worked for each of the eight experi-

mental plans, with and without an interaction term for ethnicity and treat-

ment status, for quarters 3-10 of the experiment. The control variables

listed at the bottom of the table were used in the regressions which '

are 'the sources of the coefficients displayed in this table. The refer-

ence group for all the coefficient entries is the control group of wives.

'*, There are two sets of relationships of interest. A regression model
which is closest to the typical cross-section model in the literature was
fit for the pre-experimental labor supply status of wives. The "conven
tional" collection of independent variables--wife's age and husband's earn
ings, wife's education, wife's wage (or "predicted wage"), the number and
presence of children--had similar effects on labor supply'as found
with other bodies of data, if allowance was made for the restriction of
the sample to poor families; that is, for the use of a sample truncated on
the basis of family income, which partially truncates the sample on the
basis of the dependent variable (wife's labor supply). (See Nicholson,
1973.) The second regression model used post-experimental data and pre
experimental statuses of the labor supply variables. The latter variables
dominated the explantory power of the regression and many of the conventional
'variables were reduced to insignificance. (See the full report for more
information. )
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Table 10 ,

Estimated Labor Supply Effects of Treatment for Each Experimental Plan,
Labor Force Participation and Hours Worked, With ang Without Interactions

with Ethnicity, for Quarters 3 - 10

L-F Participation Hours Worked
(Mean = 16.3) (Mean ... 3.83)

Tax Rate Tax Rate

'.3 .5 .7 .3 .5 .7

All Wives

Guarantee 1.25 xb - 6.5 X X -1.30 X
1.00 X -6.3 -2.4 X -1. 36 ' -.54

.75 - 3.3 -1.7 0.9 -1.27 -.26 .62

.50 0.8 0.6 X -.62 .82 X

(F-test
c (53) (77)significance level, percent)

:~, dWhite Wi-b'es
~

Guarantee 'i1.25 X -10.4 X X -2.03 X
1.00 X -10.3 - 6.4 X -2.11 -1.33

.75 -7.4 -5.9 - 3.0 -2.12 -1.04 -.21

.50 -3.2 - 3.8 X -1.44 -.01 X

(F-test significance level, including (41) (77)
ethnicity variables, percent)

aControl variables used in the regression include variables representing: city-sites,
age and education of wife, family size and age of children, health of husband and Wife,
total family non-work conditioned income, pre-enrollment family income, weeks worked by
wife in base year, and labor force status of wife in pre-enrollment survey week.

bX = no plan assigned

cThe null hypothesis is that all coefficients are equal to zero and the significance
level reported is the probability percent of a Type I error; that is, the probabilities
that we are making an error if we reject the,null hypothesis. '

dTreatment interaction-shift coefficient for blacks is +6.9 for L-F participation and
1.81 for hours. Treatment interaction-shift coefficient for Spanish-speaking: 8.3 for
L-F participation and .79 for hours.
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In the lower part of the" table the results are shown for white wives in

the experimental group, and the estimate for experimental wives in the

other two ethnic groups may be obtained by adding the ethnic-treatment

interaction coefficient listed in footnote (d) of the table.

The table reveals two conclusions: no significant effect among

the eight treatment plans and some degree of ambiguity of the results

with respect to theoretical expectations. Thus, not all cells show

negative responses, even for white wives for whom the overall response

was most consistently negative. As mentioned above, not all families should

be expected to be sensitive to the plans. In addition to "random" shocks

from a variety of sources that will divert wives and other family members

from responding to the treatment, some families became eligible for and

received benefits from public assistance, during which periods they received

no benefits from their experimental plan. Other families had incomes

above the breakeven level, and the guarantee and tax rates may not have

had any relevance for them. In Tablesll-l2 below we examine a model

which deals with this aspect of the salience of the treatment.

The theoretical expectation of a negative income effect is supported.

Examining the coefficients for different levels of the guarantee along

the columns of Table 10, which hold constant the tax rate,· we see a quite

consistent negative relation between labor supply and the size of the

guarantee. Among the plans with the same guarantee level, the effect of

higher tax rates is often positive, but here the theoretically expected

sign is inherently ambiguous. Holding family inco~e and family size con

stant, the amount of transfer payments declines as the tax rate increases.

Thus, the positive ~ffect on labor supply of this decline in transfer pay-
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ments may, and apparently does, offset the"negative effect of the higher

tax rate. *Although the eight treatment variables in Table 10 are not even

close to being statistically significant, the signs and relative sizes of

the guarantee and tax effects are found in other specifications noted below

where they are significant.

Treatment effects measured by three variables, T, t, and G (results

not shown). To conserve on space we will briefly discuss the statistical

results of a three-variable parameterization of the treatment whiCh amounts

to an abridged version of the eight-variable specification reported above.

(The results of the model with three treatment variables are quite similar

to a third specification reported below.) The T, t, and G specification

imposes the same marginal tax rate effect across the four assigned rates:

o (for controls), .3, .5, and .7; ,imposes the same guarantee effect

across the five G levels: 0 (for controls), .50, .75, 1.00, and 1.25;, and
'\

allows discontinuity in the level of labor supply response as between

treatment and control groups by means of the treatment-status dummy variable.

One advantage of thi~ parameterization is its economy? since simple

linear effec~ measure t and G. A disadvantage of the specification, T,

t, and G, is that it retains the assumption that families (or wives) 1n

the experimental group are expected to respond to positive tax and

guarantee variables even when they are above the breakeven level of income.

Although we are keenly interested in knowing whether families above the

breakeven level will respond, their behavior may cloud the interpretation of

*To the extent that we adhered to a prior belief about the magnitude
of the tax rate effects, we expected them to dominate income effects on
the basis of the following presumptions: that income effects are biased
down and substitution effects are biased up in a short duration experiment
(see Metcalf, 1973); that among wives and other "secondary" t-lOrkers in
husband·-wife families substitution effects are larger than income effects
.in elasticity terms--an empirical proposition based on previous research
'(see the empirical evidence in Chapters 1 and 9 in Cain and Watts, 1973);
that ;l';")ng poor fam:l1icB Bu::"stitution effects 'dominate inClome effects
because we may believe ,~<lage goods are valued relatively highly compared
to leisure goods.
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t and G effects. (This issue is discussed below in connection with

Tables 11-12.)

The main result of this specification is that a significant disin

centive was measured for all wives, although this was primarily attribut-

able to white wives. This significant experimental effect from the col

lection of the three treatment variables stems mainly from the guarantee

(or income) effect. The experimental dummy variable is also negative,

but is never statistically significant. The tax effect is usually posi

tive but statistically insignificant. However, a "pure" tax effect,

obtained after holding constant (or neutralizing) the income effect is

sometimes negative and always quantitatively small. All these results

and those that were found for the ethnic-treatment interactions are observ

able in the next model discussed, so let us take up the third and final

specification.

Treatment effects measured by three variables, T, P, and t' (Tables 11

~ The main feature of this specification of the treatment variables

is that treatment families with incomes above the breakeven level are

assigned the same zero values of transfer payments, P, and tax rates, t',

as controls; and are distinguished from the controls only by an experi

mental dummy, T. The model of behavior may be loosely described as one

in which only families with incomes below the breakeven level (at the

beginning of the experiment) are assumed to respond to treatment para

meters--that is, the high tax rates, the positive transfer payments, and,

implicitly, the guarantee. The experimental dummy allows relaxation of

this restriction on the behavior of the above-breakeven families with

respect to a general treatment status but not with respect to the treat-



Table 11

Treatment Effects for Four Periods, All Wives (No Ethnic Interactions), for Treatment SPBcified as
T~P,~t~~ and Applying to Wives in Families with Incomes Below the Breakeven Level

A. LABOR FORCE PAE.TICIPATION RATES B. HOURS

Coefficients of Estimated Effacts Coefficients of Estimated Effacts
Treatment Variablesc by Tax Rate Treatment Variablesc by Tax Rate
(Significance level (Significance leve:r-
inh?~~e~~:t is in in percent ~ in .

parentheses) parentheses)

Quarters T pe t' .30 .50 .70 T pe
t' .30 .50 .70

3-10 1.4 -2.7 -4.2 -2.6 -3.4 -4.2 .64 -.75 -1.40 -.53 -.81 -1.09
(65) (8) (50) (50) (14) (46)

........ -...r ..-' -- ....... -'

(6) (16)

1-4 -1.2 -3.5 .2 -4.6 -4.6 -4.6 -.52 -:90 .34 1.32 -1.25 -1.19
(69) (3) (97) (54) (5) (84)

....... "v""' -" ....... ....."....... ../

(1) (2)
~

5-8 2.4 -3.2 -4.0 -2.0 -2.8 -3.6 1.00 -.71 -1.48 -.15 -.45 -.75
(47) (7) (55) (32) (18) (46)

-- -..r - """"'- " -(10) (29)

9-12 .4 -1.0 -3.5 -1.7 -2.4 -3.1 .24 -.25 -2.04 -.62 -1.03 -1.44
(91) (59) (63) (84) (69) (38)

~

""------ -= ... - .......... 'V"" - ~

(67) (47)

Note: See footnotes accompanying Table 12.





aT = Treatment dummy;
pre-enrollment; t' =
breakeven.

46

P = weekly transfer payment based on income at
tax rate if pre-enrollment income was below

bSee full report for the equivalent statistics for "predicted" income.

cSignificance level for each coefficient and, in line below, for all
three variables.

dEstimates are the sum of the coefficients of T + P (evaluated at the
mean of P) + t' times .3 or .5 or .7.

eThe coefficient of P in the table is the regression coefficient of P
times the mean value of P for the whole sample, which was $27 per week.
(The mean values of P differ for each ethnic group and these values
were not used ,in calculating the ethnic responses.) The value of P
is obtained as the amount of transfer payment that the family would
receive per week if it continued to earn the same income as at pre
enrollment.

f Significance level for all nine treatment-ethnicity interaction
variables.
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ment parameters. A sharp discontinuity in response at the breakeven level

is not realistic, of course, but the'inode.l'hss the'v:!..rtuQ of simJ?U.c:1ty.*

The statistical results of the model using T, P, and t' are shown in

Tables 11-12. As compared with the model using t, cr, and t-, the quan-t-ka-

tive estimates of the disincentive are slightly smaller but the levels of

statistical significance achieved here are actually slightly greater. In

the labor force participation regressions with all wives (no ethnic inter-

actions) shown in Table 11, the' treatment effects taken as a whole~are

significant at the 10 percent level or lower for all periods except quar-

ters 9-12. The "average" disincent:iveSfor all wives for the three tax

plans amount to 15, 20, and 25 percent reductions in labor force partici-

pation during quarters 3-10 (they were only slightly less for quarters

l-12)~* The average percent reductions in hours for the three tax plans

are somewhat larger, but these are not statistically significant except

for quarters 1-4.

*We experimented with a specification in which the tax and guarantee
variables interact with the "distance" each family is from its breakeven
level of income. These interactions were not very informative--statistical
significance was not achieved with a simple linear interaction, and the
more complicated functional forms behaved erratically over the income ranges
and across ethnic groups. In another model we used the treatment family's
"predicted" income to determine a P value and tax rate. Family income is
predicted on the basis of pre-experiment variables. This regression
prediction may represent the family's normal income better than the pre
enrollment figure, which undoubtedly includes a substantial transitory
component. On the other hand, the regression prediction is of untested
validity as a measure of normal income. Our results were similar to the
models ,,'hich use pre-experiment income. These results are discussed in the
full report.

**The term" average" refers to the labor supply reduction predicted for
each tax plan when the family is assigned the mean transfer payment received
by all experimental families. Actually, the average payment differs accord
ing to tax plan and ethnic group, but a single mean value is used to achieve
standardization.
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Table 12 shows results for each ethnic group for quarters 3-10•. The

ethnic interactions are highly significant and reveal the sizable disin-

centive for white wives and contrasting near-zero or positive labor supply

responses for black and Spanish-speaking wives. The reduction predicted

for white wives is around 50 percent for both participation and hours.

In both tables the coefficient of the amount of transfer payments, P,

is consistently the most significant treatment variable, which agrees with

the finding of greater significance of the G treatment variable discussed

above. However, the t' effect, unlike the t effect, is almost alwaysnega-

tive, which implies that the "pure" or compensated tax effect has the theo-

retica1ly expected negative sign, a result that was not clearly shawn by the

earlier formulations. For all wives (Table 11), the experimental dummy, T,

is never significant. In Table 12, T is significant only for black wIves,

and the effect is positive and large--l0 percentage points in quarters

3-10. This positive T effect for black wives is, however, offset by a P

effect that is large and negative so their overall predicted response to

coverage by the plans was close to zero.

Summary Discussion of Additional Results Using Different Samples and
Models

A large number of statistical models were used to check on the

robustness of the findings based on the three basic models reported in

the previous section. In addition there are a great many interesting

hypotheses to test other than the narrow question of disincentives and

ethnic-disincentive interactions. There is space merely to mention

some of this additional work. Wwrk with pooled data f0r all 13 quarters

and an examination of the effects of the presence of public assistance

alternatives are discussed later. In the remainder of this section we
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discuss the experimental -effect on ~ives' earnings and as an:inte~action

with several family characteristics.

_Regression results with earnings as dependent variable

Earnings are defined as reported earnings during the survey week and

may be assumed to represent the product of a wage rate times the number

of hours worked in the survey week. Any treatment effect on earnings that

is not already measured in the effect on hours must stem, aside from errors

in the data, from an effect on wage rates. There is no strong theoretical

presumption for a treatment effect on wage rates; plausible arguments may

be advanced for both positive and negative effects.

The regression results with earnings as a dependent variable closely

parallel those with hours. The treatment effect is negative and, measured

as a percentage reduction, is about the same size as for hours or labor

force participation. The statistical significance of this negative treat-

ment effect on earnings is somewhat less than was found for labor force

participation and about the same as in the regressions with hours as

dependent variable.

Interaction Between Treatment Variables and Children, Health Status, and
Husband's Employment Status

There are a great many personal and family characteristics that might

interact with the experimental treatments in affecting labor supply. Ethni-

city has already been given a good deal of attention. Additional analysis

was given to the treatment interactions with the presence of preschool-

children, with the health status of the wife and husband, and with the

employment status 0f the husband.*

*Welfare status is discussed separately below. Another set of treat
ment interactions with family -income were not productive, as mentioned above
in footnote * on: page 47.
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Among these interactions only the husband's health status showed a

statistically significant effect. The health status of the wife was in-

significant in its treatment interaction on the wife's labor supply,

and the coefficient had an unexpected sign: unhealthy wives worked more

if they were in the treatment group than in the control group. The pre-

sence of children .under six also had the "wrong" sign in its treatment

interaction,. but the coefficient was small and statistically insignificant.

Clearly, a priori expectations were that the combination of income supple-

ments and high marginal tax rates on earnings would encourage wives with

poor health and with preschool children to stay home. These expectations

were not upheld. The treatment-interaction with the husband's employment

status had no consistent effect on the wife's labor supply, although the

theoretical prediction is that a pro-work effect of the income loss (stemming

from the husband's unemployment) should be less for treatment wives

because increased transfer payments will cushion the impact of the income

loss.

There are, of course, many subgroups in the sample that could be

defined by combinations of characteristics, and it is not feasible to

test for "all possible" interactions. Much more remains to be done, how-

ever, to explore interactions that have theoretical and methodological

interest.

Summary for Married Women

. The basic findings of our analysis of the labor supply of married

women in the experiment may be summarized as follows: statistically
.

significant disincentives are shown for white wives with respect to

labor force pariticpation but not for black and Spanish-speaking wives.
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Hours worked and earnings were also less for the white and Spanish

speaking wives in the treatment group, but the differences with their

respective control groups were not statistically significant. There

were no significant differences in hours or earnings between black

experimental and control wives, and the observed difference was usually

positive in favor of the experimental group. Whenever significant nega

tive differences occurred in these tests, the size of the reduction was

large in percentage terms--amounting to a 30 or 40 percent reduction

for white wives. However, the base was so low that the absolute amount

of reduction was not large--3 to 6 percentage points in labor force

participation rates for white wives, for example. All the negative

differences are reflected in the transfer payment component of the treat

ment; the tax rate effect was never significant, although it was usually

negative. Some interpretative·comments about these conclusions are

discussed in the last section of the paper.
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The Family as a Whole

Having considered the response of the two primary family members

in some detail, we now return to the aggregate behavior of the family.*

There are several reasons for interest in aggregate family behavior.

First of all, any negative income tax or similar income subsidy is

likely to be defined in terms of family income and need (indexed by

family size and composition). The Federal Income Tax essentially

applies to the family as a composite, and certainly the experimental

treatments were so defined. Second, there are additional secondary

earners (or potential earners) in many families, and they have been

neglected so far. Finally, there are theoreUcal reasons for expecting

the labor supply choices of family members to be a j oint or simultaneous

decision rather than a collection of independent or recursively orde~ed

choices. Hence, there is ample reason for concern about the family as

a behavioral unit, and reasons for expecting its behavior to be dif

ferent from a simple aggregation of the independently estimated behavior

of its components.

Of course, the variable of most direct interest is family earnings

because, as the main component of frnnily income, response in terms of

earnings bears directly on the cost and income-reinforcing effectiveness

of the subsidy to family income. Large reductions in voluntary earning

both increase the cost an.d offset the increment to income. Unfortunately,

the likelihood of a relative bias in the earnings measurement for con-

*This segment draws on the work of Robinson Hollister.
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troIs and experimentals makes one hesitate to rely on the earnings data.

Consequently, the analysis has typically been carried out for total

family hours as well as total family earnings. In the case of family

totals, it should be noted that if there are reductions in hours which

are concentrated among the lowest paid family members there should be

a relatively smaller reduction in total earnings for compositional rea-

sons alone.

In the overview (see Table 3), it was found that the only statistically

significant differentials were for white families, and even for them the

overail 8 percent reduction in earnings was not significant. Black

families showed a 5 percent reduction in total hours and Spanish-speaking

families displayed less than 1 percent. In both of these two cases,

earnings differentials were positive, but not significant. Once again,

the scarcity of significant gross differences forces one to search more

deeply for patterns that are obscurr~d in the simple contrasts. Never-

theless, here we have quite equivocal evidence on earnings; the whites

show a substantial 8 percent reduction and the other two groups are posi-

tive, leading to a weighted average of +1.6 percent for the whole sample

of husband-wife families. Hours, on the other hand, display consistent

minus signs and the sample average is nearly -9 percent.

The next comparison refers to a regression model with linear terms

for both the. tax rate (defined as t-~5) and guarantee (defined as G-1.00)

in addition to an experimental constant.* The three terms are further

multiplied by the ratio of family normal income, 1, to family need,

*The actual model was further complicated by estimating part of the
response as an explicit function of time. The results presented have been
simplified by taking the simple average of the time spline ordinates at
quarters 4 and 8 to approximate the same central 2 years discussed for the
husbands rmd wives.
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PL(n) , that is, by a "welfare" ratio. The six parameter form has been

evaluated at G· 1.00," t • .5," and for three levels of the" welfare ratio

that approximate the central values of the three" income strata used in the

initial design (90 percent,112 percent, and 140 percent of the poverty

line, respectively) Table 13 displays the response values in the

columns labeled ~(1.OO,.5) for hours and ~(l.OO,.5) for earnings. The

derivatives of the response function with respect to G and t are also

shown, evaluated at the same three values for the welfare ratio. Overall

tests of the null hypothesis of zero response were rejected at the 1 percent

level in all six cases. (Note however, that the significance test" refers to

evidence for all three years, not the central two years.) The interactions

with t/PL were significant at 1 percent for the Spanish-speaking (both hours

and earnings) and for Black hours. Black earnings and white hours were

significant at the 10 percent level, and white earnings not at all.

The obvious hypothesis is that the response should diminish at higher

levels of normalized income, particularly as that income exceeds the break

even level. Looking at the ~E column we see such a tendency only for the '

Spanish-speaking families. The other two groups both show constancy

in the earnings response, though at a level of response that is positive

for Blacks and negative for whites. In the hours comparison both whites and

Blacks show increasingly negative responses at the higher strata. Of course,

the patterns are only shown for the 1.00/.5 plan. Other plans may show differ

ent behavior. These may be generated using the derivatives, or slopes, which

are constant at a given income stratum. For example, the response in hours

for a low-stratum Black family on a .50/.3 plan would be (-1.2) + (-.5)(-5.1) +

(-.2)(10.2) = -.39 = ~H(.50,.3). The tax rate slope is typically positive

and the guarantee slope is usually negative at the central 1.00/.5 plan.

I'
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Table 13

Predicted Response and Derivatives for Family.Hours and
Earnings Evaluated at G=l.OO, t=.5, ana Three Levels

of ?'/PL (the we1fare.,Ratio) .'

HOURS
Welfare Predicted

Ethnic Ratio Llli oH oH 3E 3E
Grou ry./PL) (1.00 .5) 8G at 3G at
Whtte

Low ( .90) -2.6 2.1 -7.2 -8.8 -8.1 11.2
Mean (1.12) -3.3 .6 -2.4 -8.7 -8.4 15.6
High (1.40) -4.5 -1.3 3.8 -8.6 -8.9 21.3

Black
Low ( ,.90) -1.2 -5.7 10.2 6.9 -8.6 27.1
Mean (1.12) -2.7 -10.2 16.2 6.9 -18.2 42.4
High (1. 40) -4.7 -16.0 23.7 6.9 -30.4 61.8

Spanish-speaking
Low ( .90) -3.3 -11.8 2.3 -3.4 -2.6 3.9
Mean (1.12) -3.0 -5.4 11.4 -1..2 -13.7 21.1
High (1.40) -2.6 2.6 23.0 .1 -27.9 43.0

SRegression specification of treatment variables (with Z a vector of control
variables):

H, E = F(Z) + T(al + a2(G-l.00) + a3(t-.5) + a4(~/PL) +

a5(G-l.OO)(~/PL) + a6(t-.5) (?'/PL)]
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Altogether the reaultaare not very aat~afactory either·in sh~g a

pattern confo~ng with·exi?ectat~ons. oX' in sho~n8 any .patte.rn.that.1&

consistent across ethnic groups.

A substantial amount of additional effort has been devoted to a

search for more consistent patterns, and much of this is reported in

the full report, but "success" has not yet been achieved. In particular,

the predicted variability of income (based on pre-experiment character

istics) has been added as a determinant of response as well as distin

guishing families "normally" above or below the breakeven level.

While some of the results are less anomalous, there is still a lack of

consistency. The Blacks show positive differentials in both hours and

earnings (nearly 15 percent for earnings). The whites show large (16-18

percent) reductions in hours but moderate (7-8 percent) reductions in

earnings. The relatively small Spanish-speaking sample is more erratic and

shows moderate reductions in hours and substantial reduction~ in earnings.

It seems clear that further work is needed on the family analysis.

The sample truncation poses particular problems here. Recalling that

the response was negligible for husbands:and often substantial for

wives, and that two-earner families are quite likely to be close to

the high end of the eligibility interval, it is not surprising that the

higher stratum families may show larger reductions •. Other secondary

earners may produce similar effects if they show substantial negative

responses. It should be remembered that this is a consequence of the

sampling restriction, not a contradiction of the hypothesis that higher

stratum (or above breakeven) families should respond less strongly (or
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not at all).

In summary, the final results are broadly consistent with the

earlier findings for the husband and wife, but there is evidence of

additional response for other adult family members that is not as yet

well sorted out. In addition, a more intricate stratification, based on

the predicted labor supply status of secondary workers (perhaps embody

ing the "added worker" effect), appears to be ne"eded to secure an ade

quate representation of the interaction of ex ante income level with

response.
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Some General Checks and Qualifications

The Effect of Coexisting Systems of Public Assistance

It is important to test whether the presence of an alternative wel

fare system and subsequent "loss" of both treatment and control families

to the public assistance rolls distorted our findings about the effect

of the experiment. Including welfare families may understate the disin

centive of the income maintenance plan for the following reason. Non

working families among both experimental and control groups are poten

tially eligible for and have a potential incentive to apply for and

receive public assistance. However, some nonworking experimental families,

particularly those in the generous plans, may well forgo public assistance,

which probably carries some stigma and involves some transaction costs.

By contrast, families who are in the control group with similar tastes

and under similar circumstances do not have this favorable alternative

to welfare. A systematic selection mechanism is at work, therefore,

allocating a disproportionate share of control families that earn and

work the least onto the welfare rolls. The less generous the welfare

system the more labor we would expect to be supplied by the control group,

and hence the larger are the disincentive effects we would expect to

measure.

By eliminating welfare families, defined as families receiving wel

fare payments for more than two quarters, we expect to eliminate dispor

portionately more of the nonworking control families than nonworking treau

ment families. For this reason we expected to see a larger treatment

disincentive~ However, the evidence was mixed for this test. For wives,

the slightly larger treatment disincentive we measure is inconsequential.

What is more puzzling, the treatment effect was more positive among

blacks wives in the nonwelfare sample.
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After-the-fact rationalizations may be made, but the lack of a

stronger treatment disincentive for the nonwelfare sample is both sur

prising and reassuring concerning the robustness of the earlier results,

Perhaps even in experimental families the adults who found themselves

in a situation where they could not work were likely to apply for

the quasi-permanent benefits of welfare (which, let us remember, would

possibly include medical and other benefits not provided by the experi

ment. )

Regarding the ethnic differences, it is possible that white families

in the control group looked upon themselves as more "permanently poor"

than nonwhite controls, that whites were more knowledgeable about obtain

ing welfare benefits, and that they found it easier to get on welfare

than nonwhites. These differences may, of course, reflect the differ

ences in the administration of welfare between Scranton, Pennsylvania

and the three New Jersey sites. The New Jersey welfare program covering

male-headed families--the only welfare program relevant to nonwhite

families as far as our experimental data are concerned--was begun after

the experiment was underway and sharply cut back before the experiment

ended. Under these circumstances an incomplete adjustment and response'

to the program is understandable.

We conclude that the measurement of the treatment effect with our

sample is not sensitive to the inclusion of welfare families. This is

not to say that the same findings would have emerged had there been no

welfare system. All states, however, have some form of welfare, and the

setting in which any legislated negative income tax plan might be adminis

tered is also likely to be a setting in which some public assistance

alternative is available. For this reason, we believe the results pre-
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sented earlier for the full sample are more relevant than the results

with the nonwelfare sample.

Results Using Cross-Sectional Data on Hours Worked, Pooled Over Twelve
Quarters

The model underlying the' previous regression analyseg 1s based

on a single period as a unit of time over which we have, for each regression

model, a single observation per family member about his or her average

labor supply. An alternative specification was tried which exploits 'the

fact that for each unit we have as many as 13 observations, one for each

quarterly interview. The potential number of observations for the full

sample of 693 continuously reporting, husband-wife families is, therefore,

9,009 (the same as for the analysis of male heads), although they are not,

of course, "independene' observations.

This pooled 8ample was used for some parts of the analysis of husband'g

and total family labor supply. In each case a components-of-variance

model was utilized and estimated weights were used to correct for the

non-independence of successive observations on the same unit.

For husbands, the pooled sample was used to estimate the experimental

response in hours conditional on employment. Only for the white sample

was there a significant (negative) response. Further work 1s needed to

divide that effect into overtime, second job, or straight-time components.

For the family totals, the pooled analysis was used to develop'S time

profile of response, some parts of which we reported above.

The pooled sample was also used to advantage for wives. The large

number of observations permits us to estimate a treatment response by

concentrating on the working wives. We thereby avoid fitting the

r.egression to a set of observations in which the modal group has zero
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hours worked and the remaining observations are distributed at

lesser densities in an irregular pattern over the positive range.

The model of labor supply is one in which the estimated hours-of-work

function is conditional upon an affirmative labor force participation

decision.

Our results using this model showed no significant treatment effects

in this conditional regressor. This null finding may simply reflect more

errors in measurement concerning hours relative to labor force partici

pation. A second possible reason is that the wife's decision about labor

supply is exercised only at the point where she chooses to enter or not

to enter the labor force. Institutional constraints may interfere with

her desired choice of the number of hours worked, given the decision to

work. Or we may simply not be capturing the determinants of her hours

worked if they are more fully under her control.
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Conclusions and Interpretations

Overall the labor supply response to the negative income tax plans

was quite small. Certainly, for Black families there was no negative

effect. For white and Spanish-speaking families the effects are negative,

sometimes significant, but not very large. They consist of a reduction in

hours of white male heads, an increase in the unemployment rate of Spanish

speaking male heads, and a large relative reduction in the labor force

participation rate of white wives.

Altogether the results are not surprising unless one had an expectation

of drastic and immediate responses to what were, on average, relatively

small increases in income. The literature, at least with hindsight, provides

ample precedent for concluding that the work patterns of male family heads are

relatively inelastic with respect to changes in income and wage ratesjand that

the work patterns of females, especially mothers, are more sensitive because

their work habits and opportunities are more flexible. The experiment and

its analysis to date have raised many new questions and are subject to

many qualifications; however, we suggest that the burden of proqf

has been shifted to those who assert that to supplement the incomes of

poor families through a negative income tax or similar redistribution

mechanism would result in large labbr supply reductions.

These findings have shown a reasonable degree of stability after

several checks for biases. In addition to the alternative sp~cifications

and checks discussed in the previous sections, we can report that the

initial examination of the problem of attrition has not produced evidence

that the limited negative treatment effect would have been very different
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if all the original families were retained. On a priori grounds we

expected attrition to overstate the disincentive, since low earning

families among the treatment group had the most to gain by staying with

the experiment.

Assuming that these and other similar "procedural" challenges to the

validity of the experimental results are satisfactorily addressed, a larger

question remains: Can the results of the experiment be generalized to apply

to the behavior of a broader population of low income families under a legis-

lated negative income tax plan? One issue is whether the work experience

over the three-year period represents the experience of the first three

years of a legislated plan. The second is whether the three-year experience

represents a long-run equilibrium response to a plan that has been in opera-

tion for some time. Obviously, neither question can be answered with

certainty, and the second question is more problematic than the first.

Tests for the biases due to the short duration of the experiment

remain a perplexing challenge. Qualitatively, we expect a downward bias

in the absolute size of the (negative) income effect and an upward bias in

absolute size of the (negative) substitution effect for the transfer

payment and tax variables, respectively. Work on measuring these biases

is underway, but because such hard-to-measure variables as subjective

discount rates and time-horizons are involved, we are not confident that

much progress can be made until more data from other income maintenance

experiments are available.

There are several reasons for downplaying the short duration issue.

One is simply our current doubts that male heads would greatly reduce

their labor supply in response to a permanent plan. A second is the
,

empirical fact of the transitory incidence in annual poverty for intact
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families headed by a nonaged able-bodied male, particularly 1n the relatively

high wage areaa,of the urban North.' For these'families'a perinanent income

maintenance plan does not mean permanent annual receipts of transfer payments.

Finally, there is the more direct evidence of the work behavior of

wives. Despite the relatively low levels of labor force participation by

the wives in the sample, there was considerably mobility in and out of

the labor force, which leads us to conclude that the short duration of

the experiment was not a dominant reason for seeing a distorted resp~nse by

them during the three years. The pattern of their labor force behavior

and the type of labor market they interact with appear to permit adjust

ments by the wives in their market work allocations in response to nega

tive income tax plans.

A second issue is that our findings are in some respects at odds with

the non-experimental research findings. In the experiment the ~t ,even' ,

positive, response by Blacks is the most notable puzzle, and, more generally,

a marked disincentive was not pervasively significant for different measures

of labor supply. Among wives the disincentive that was found was by and

large restricted to white wives. In research using non-experimental data,

fairly large and significant income and substitution effects in the labor supply

functions of wives have been the rule, although these estimates do span

a disturbingly large range.

Because research with experimentally generated'data is so new~ our

suggestions for reconciling the conflicting results with conventional research

must be tentative. One characteristic of wives in low-income families helps

to explain why the experimental disincentive is no larger than it is; namely,

their low levels of participation relative to nonpoor wives. Families with

working wives are simply less likely to have incomes low enough to be
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eligible for inclusion in an income maintenance plan. Given a lower

bound of zero and the already low levels, there is not a great deal of

"room" for further downward adjustments.

Another source of minimal disincentives for poor family members

in general is that low income, husband-wife families in such relatively

high-wage areas as New Jersey qnd Pennsylvania have incomes that fluc

tuate around the "breakeven levels," rather than around very low or zero

levels. Because these husband-wife families do not normally have incomes

low enough to make them eligible for large transfer payments, the saliency

or relevance of the income maintenance plan is reduced and so is, there

fore, the plan's theoretically expected disincentive.

Another reason for a weak disincentive is the likelihood that these

low-income families place such a high marginal utility on income (relative

to non-market activities) that the family members will work when the

opportunities arise even in the face of a low net wage. Finally, the

existence of alternative welfare plans does serve to attract the lowest

stratum of poor families which are least able to function in the competitive

labor market. The remaining strata of families above this level almost

by definition exhibit a greater capacity for work and earnings, and they

are less likely to show pronounced differences--at least, the extreme of

zero work is unlikely. Perhaps a long-run equilibrium response, associated

with a gradual learning process and "legitimation" of the receipt of trans

fer payments, would be different. The "long-run" is, however, also associated

with rising real wages, which serve to diminish the saliency of the tax and

guarantee parameters that take effect only. when family income drops below

breakeven levels.

Let us recapitulate our suggestions for why the labor supply function

may be so inelastic for poor families: the tendency for impermanence of
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the families' eligibility status, the prevailing low levels of labor supply,

the low trade-off between any work reduction (greater "leisure") and lower

money income, and the alternative of public assistance for those· whose

labor supply change is extreme in a negative direction.

The patterns of labor supply.response are not as clear as we· expected.

Nevertheless, they call into question many of the inferences· from non-

experimental research about the labor supply effects of income maintenance

plans. It is important to remember, however, that no empirical study has

measured labor supply responses by the working poor to negative income tax

plansf The expectation of a significant labor supply reduction is based,

therefore, on inferences from one type of sample and one type of process by

which incomes and wage rates were generated to a somewhat different sample

and an entirely different process. We have come to the conclusion that the

quantitative estimates of income and substitution. effects nave less stability

with respect to the processes generating the income and wage variation than

had been believed. Even in the studies with non-experimental data, there is

reason to believe, and some evidence, that income effects on labor supply

will be different depending on the source of the income. Thus, the income

and wage effects stemming from negative income tax plans for working poor

families may well yield much smaller responses than those stemming from the

normal workings of the market for middle income groups. We conclude, with

some reluctance, that such inferences require models'which pay closer

attention to specific sources and processes of the price and income varia-

tion in the data.

There are, of courses, many unresolved issues to be pursued. The

*Glen G. Cain and Harold W. Watts, Labor Supply and Income Maintenance,
A Markham book from Rand McNally Co., Chicago, 1973.,
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Final Report of the New Jersey Experiment really marks the beginning of

research efforts--including those from other experiments and the critical

review of the larger research community. All the data from the experiments

will be made available to facilitate this review and further analysis.
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